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First-principles simulations of liquid ZnTe

Manish Jain, Vitaliy V. Godlevsky, Jeffrey J. Derby, and James R. Chelikowsky
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University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
~Received 3 May 2001; revised manuscript received 3 October 2001; published 27 December 2001!

We report the results ofab initio molecular-dynamic simulations of liquid ZnTe near the melting point
temperature. In agreement with experiment, we find thatl-ZnTe retains its open tetrahedral environment upon
melting with a coordination near four. In addition, we find atoms of Te inl-ZnTe often form transitory chains
just as inl-CdTe. We compare our calculated structure factor to experiment and also determine the conductivity
of the melt. l -ZnTe has a semiconductorlike conductivity similar to CdTe. We also calculate the dynamic
properties of the liquid and predict self-diffusion constants ofDZn51.031024 cm2/s and DTe53.2
31025 cm2/s.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.035212 PACS number~s!: 72.80.Ph, 31.15.Ar, 71.15.Pd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years,ab initio molecular dynamics ha
become a popular tool for the investigation of materials. L
uids and amorphous semiconductors are examples of d
dered materials to which this technique has been applied
tensively. For example, group IV elements—Si and Ge h
been studied in their amorphous and liquid states.1–5 Also,
several III-V compounds such as GaAs, GaSb, and InP~Refs.
6–9! have been studied using this technique. However,
spite their technological importance, there have been v
few studies of II-IV semiconductor liquids. Except for a r
cent theoretical study of CdTe~Ref. 10!, ab initio molecular
dynamics has not been applied to this class of semicon
tors. Similarly, there have been very few experiments
examining the structure of II-VI liquids.11–13

Among II-VI semiconductors, ZnTe and CdTe, are ma
rials of special technological interest. ZnTe is used as a s
strate for the growth of CdTe. Heterostructures based
ZnTe and HgTe are used for infrared optics. When dop
with vanadium, ZnTe becomes a photorefractive semic
ducting material. This has potential applications for opti
power limiting. Also ZnTe has been investigated for its us
as visible light-emitting semiconductor laser.14 Besides these
technological applications, liquid ZnTe (l -ZnTe) is also a
material of fundamental interest.l -ZnTe~like l -CdTe! exhib-
its properties that are different from liquid III-V and grou
IV liquids. According to an empirical rule by Joffe an
Regel,15 a melt retains semiconducting properties~despite
losing its long-range order! only if short-range order of the
crystalline phase is preserved.l -ZnTe is believed to retain an
open tetrahedral structure with coordination number
four.12,13 Although dc electrical conductivity jumps upo
melting, the conductivity of the melt increases with tempe
ture, i.e., l -ZnTe is a semiconductor.16 This is in contrast
with III-V and group IV melts, which become more close
packed upon melting. The coordination numbers of th
semiconductors increase to;6 ~Refs. 4–7!. They undergo a
semiconductor to metal transition upon melting as the c
ductivity of the liquid decreases upon further increases
temperature.16

Another significant difference betweenl -ZnTe ~and
0163-1829/2001/65~3!/035212~7!/$20.00 65 0352
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l -CdTe! and III-V compounds is in the degree of dissoci
tion. Using thermodynamic18 estimates, the curvature of th
liquidus can be related to the degree of dissociation of c
ions and anions and to the entropy change in the solid-liq
transition. According to the phase diagram of ZnTe,16 at the
congruent point, the liquidus has a sharp hyperbo
curvature.17 This implies the conservation of heterogeneo
bonds. The cations prefer to be in a local environment
anions and vice versa. This is in contrast to III-V com
pounds, where the local environment is significan
changed. In III-V liquids a significant percentage of he
eropolar bonds are destroyed and a large number of stoic
metric defects such as homopolar bonds are introduced.19,20

In order to investigate the structural, electronic, and d
namical properties ofl -ZnTe near its melting temperature
we performab initio molecular-dynamics study. We focu
our studies by comparing ZnTe to previous studies on Cd

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

These calculations were performed using the pseudo
tential density-functional method~PDFM! using a plane-
wave basis set.4,10,19The PDFM eliminates the core electron
from consideration and focuses only on the chemically ac
valence electrons. This procedure has a number of ad
tages over ‘‘all-electron’’ potentials. Since only the eige
states of the valence electrons are required, the numbe
eigenvalue pairs is significantly reduced, especially
heavier elements. Moreover, the length scale of the bas
set by the valence electrons. The nodal structure of the c
states is removed and the resulting pseudopotential does
contain any singularities. This permits one to use simple
sis such as plane waves and obtain a highly converged s
tion with relatively few plane waves.

Usually the distinction between core and valence state
clear; however, in the case of II B elements such as Zn, C
Hg, it is not obvious whether the filledd orbitals should be
considered a part of the core or treated explicitly as vale
electrons. Since these orbitals overlap significantly withs
orbitals, they can exhibit some chemical activity. On t
other hand, there are a couple of disadvantages in trea
them explicitly. First, it would increase the number of ele
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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trons per cation-anion pair from 8 to 18. This increases
number of eigenvalues that are needed to be calculated.
ond, since the potential when thed orbitals are occupied is
much more stronger than when they are unoccupied, m
plane waves are required for an equivalently converged
lution.

We address this problem using the ‘‘partial-co
correction.’’21 In the partial-core treatment, thed electrons
are included implicitly in obtaining a valence-core exchan
potential, but the wave functions for thed orbitals are fixed
by atomic calculations. This method has been success
used in the case of CdTe~Ref. 10!.

In our calculations, we have done extensive testing on
issue. We constructed three Zn pseudopotentials: one
3d treated as core, another with 3d treated within the partial-
core correction and third with 3d treated explicitly as va-
lence electrons. Theseab initio pseudopotentials were gen
erated in the Troullier-Martins22 form with Ceperley-Alder23

form for correlation. The nonlocal part of the pseudopote
tials was taken to be in the Kleinman-Bylander24 form. We
examined the crystalline properties of ZnTe using a tw
atom primitive cell for all these pseudopotentials. We us
ten irreduciblek points in the Brillouin zone and a cutoff o
40 Ry. Table I shows the crystalline structural paramet
~lattice constant and bulk modulus! of ZnTe for all three
pseudopotentials. As is evident, partial-core correction s
stantially improves upon the pseudopotential without
partial-core correction and brings the lattice constant wit
;2% and bulk modulus within;5% of experiment. Further
Fig. 1 shows the band structure of ZnTe calculated withd
treated explicitly and using partial-core correction. Arou
the Fermi level, both band structures have an excellent ag
ment. When treated explicitly the 3d levels do push the Tes
levels down by;0.5 eV, but since these are about 10 e
below the Fermi level they do not effect any electronic pro
erties.

In addition to examining the Zn-Te interactions within th
crystalline environment, we performed an additional test
the Zn pseudopotentials. We examined the behavior of Z
liquid ZnTe using the pseudopotential with the 3d states
treated explicitly and the pseudopotential with a partial-c
correction. We examined the dynamical behavior of the
uid by considering a small unit cell. We took a convention
zinc-blende cell~eight atoms! and examined the Zn self
diffusion constant over a 1.5 ps simulation. We found the t
potentials yielded the same self-diffusion constant to wit

TABLE I. Lattice constants and bulk moduli for zinc-blend
phase of ZnTe calculated with different Zn potentials. The cu
radii used to generate Zn potentials are presented.

a ~Å! B ~GPa!
r c

~for s/p/d in Å!

Zn214s24p04d0 5.69 59 1.38/1.38/1.90
Zn214s24p04d0

Partial-core correction 5.95 49 1.38/1.38/1.9
Zn1213d104s24p0 6.07 54 1.38/1.27/1.69
Experiment 6.10 51~Refs. 25,26!
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;5%. Finally, we examined the radial distribution functio
for this small system and found no significant changes
tween the two pseudopotentials. In short, we are confid
that our simulations with the partial-core pseudopotential
a reasonable job of replicating the liquid-state properties
ZnTe.

In order to model the liquid, we considered a superc
with periodic boundary conditions. 64 atoms~32 Zn and 32
Te! were placed inside this supercell. The size of this cu
supercell was 2a, wherea is lattice parameter for a conven
tional fcc unit cell. Most ‘‘ab initio’’ simulations of the liquid
state do not attempt to find the equilibrium density. Inste
the simulations are usually fixed at the experimental dens
Herea was chosen such that the density matched the exp
mental density of the liquid,4.97 g/cm3 ~Ref. 12!. Studies
using interatomic potentials have shown that 64-atom sys
is large enough to capture the essential features.27

In examining the liquid state, a difficult issue is prepari
the liquid-state ensemble. One can only use time-avera
statistical average to characterize the liquid, unlike sol
where the positions are fixed. We employed Langevin
namics to prepare the liquid-state ensemble.28,29 The trajec-
tory of each atom was computed using the Langevin eq
tion of motion

mi

dvi

dt
52gmivi1Ri~g,T!1Fi , ~1!

whereFi is the force on thei th atom,mi the mass of the
atom, andg the viscosity of the fictive heat bath. The atom
are subjected to rapidly varying random forcesRi(g,T).
These random forces, functions of both temperature and
cosity, are described by the fluctuation-dissipation theor
The random forces and viscosity couple the system to a
pothetical heat bath. The time step for integration was 2
a.u. The interatomic forcesFi were calculated quantum me
chanically fromab initio pseudopotential wave functions o
a plane-wave basis set29 using the Hellmann-Feynman theo
rem. With respect to some technical issues, the charge

f

FIG. 1. Band structure of zinc-blende ZnTe. The solid lin
show results where 3d electrons are treated as valence electro
The dashed lines show results where 3d electrons are treated via th
partial-core correction~see text!.
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FIRST-PRINCIPLES SIMULATIONS OF LIQUID ZnTe PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 035212
sity required to construct a self-consistent field was cal
lated at theG point in the supercell. The energy cutoff for th
wave functions was 9 Ry.

In order to test the applicability of this cutoff of 9 Ry w
calculated the lattice constant of crystalline ZnTe. It agre
to within 0.2% of the value calculated using 40 Ry. We a
compared the band structure calculated using 9 and 40
The root-mean-square error in the eigenvalues was;0.05
eV. Further, we did a small molecular-dynamics simulat
of liquid ZnTe as before. Again the diffusion constan
agreed to within;5% with the 40 Ry simulation.

The l-ZnTe ensemble was created by randomly plac
the atoms in the supercell with the constraint that no t
atoms be closer than 90% of the bond length in the crys
Starting from a random configuration~as compared to crys
talline configuration! has the advantage that significant e
ergy is imparted to the system since the configuration is
from the ground state. The dissipation of this energy allo
activation of compositional defects. Also, a random config
ration introduces stoichiometric defects that may be inacc
sible to the system. The ensemble was initially thermalize
a fictive temperature of 6000 K for about 2.5 ps. In this tim
the average diffusion distance of an atom becomes com
rable to the size of the conventional unit cell. This ensu
one that a proper mixing of atoms occurs and that any bia
the system to initial conditions is suppressed. The sys
was then cooled to 1318 K~250 K below the melting tem-
perature! in 4.5 ps. Density functionals usually underestima
the melting temperature.30 Since we want to simulate th
liquid near its melting temperature, we chose a tempera
near the expected theoretical melting temperature. It is
portant to create the liquid ensemble by cooling from abo
the melting point. Otherwise, the system would never m
given the time scale, and the hysteresis involved in homo
neous melting. The liquid was then thermalized at 1318
for 6.5 ps. Statistics were collected over the final 4 ps of
simulation, where the viscosity was turned off. When t
viscosity is set to zero, the random forces are also set to
via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The dynamics of
ensemble become ‘‘true’’ dynamics as the ensemble is tra
formed from a canonical to microcanonical one.

III. PROPERTIES OF LIQUID ZINC TELLURIDE

A. Structural properties

One strength of ‘‘quantum’’ molecular dynamics is th
both the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom can
simultaneously examined. Figure 2 shows a typical snap
of the liquid at one of the time steps during the last 6.5
The isosurface of the electronic charge density taken at
its maximum value~in the supercell! is shown along with the
nuclear positions. It is clear from this figure that the liquid
ionic in nature. We examine the character of the wave fu
tions and find that the charge near the Te atoms havep elec-
tron character while the wave functions localized on the
cations ares-like. This is not surprising and is consiste
with the chemistry of the crystalline state.

A key measure of the liquid-state structure is the pa
correlation function or the radial-distribution functiong(r ).
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Using the atomic positions for each time step, and averag
the positions over the last 4 ps of the simulation, we obt
g(r ) as shown in Fig. 3. The first peak is atRmax1
52.64 Å, second peak is atRmax254.38 Å, and the first
minimum corresponding to a complete shell is atRmin
53.35 Å. In the crystalline phase the first and the seco
nearest neighbors are at 2.64 and 4.32 Å respectively, w
agrees very well with the positions of the peaks ing(r ).
From Fig. 3, it is clear that the liquid lacks any long-ran
correlations. The pair correlation attenuates strongly after
first peak, i.e., the atoms do not correlate with their image
neighboring periodically replicated cells. This confirms,a
posteriori, that a 64-atom system is large enough for t
simulation. Figure 3 also shows the experimentally obtain
g(r ). The theoretical curve is in good agreement with t
experimental one.

FIG. 2. A snapshot showing a typicall-ZnTe structure in the
supercell~see text!. Atoms of Zn are represented by dark spher
atoms of Te are shown by light spheres.

FIG. 3. Total pair-correlation function@both theory and experi-
ment ~Ref. 12!# in the top panel and partial pair-correlation fun
tions in the bottom panel.
2-3
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Figure 3 also shows the partial radial-distribution fun
tions. These are calculated by averaging over the position
atoms of each type for the last 4 ps of the simulation. T
peak atRmax152.64 Å in the total pair-correlation function
comes from the corresponding peak ingZnTe(r ) while the
second peak~at Rmax254.38 Å! is mainly from gTe-Te(r ).
Also, gZn-Zn(r ) indicates that the Zn atoms are random
distributed ~with the constraint that no two atoms can
closer thanR52.1 Å!.

To compare our calculations with neutron-scatter
experiments,12 we calculate the total structure factor fun
tion, as a linear combination of the partial structure fact
SZn-Zn(q), SZn-Te(q), andSTe-Te(q), normalized by scattering
lengthsaZn andaTe:

S~q!5
aa

2Saa~q!12aaabSab~q!1ab
2Sbb~q!

aa
21ab

2 . ~2!

The ratio of the scattering lengths is taken to beaZn /aTe
55.68/5.8 ~Ref. 31!. Partial structure factors are obtaine
from partial radial-distribution functions by a fourier tran
formation:

Sab~q!5dab14prabE
0

`

@gab21#
sin~2pqr !

2pqr
r 2dr,

~3!

whererab is partial density.
Figure 4 shows the total structure factor as obtained fr

our simulation and from experiment. The first peak posit
matches very well, but for the second peak position there
discrepancy of 6%. Despite this difference, the overall agr
ment between these structure factors is good. Upon var
the density, we find that the structure factor does not cha
significantly. The overall shape remains similar and
peaks still align well with experiment. This is consistent w
our earlier calculations on III-V semiconductors that ha
shown that610% variations in volume do not affect th
structure of the liquid. Metallic liquids32 also show similar
insensitivity to density.

FIG. 4. Total structure factors. Forl-ZnTe at the melting tem-
perature, we compare our data with available experiment~Ref. 12!
~dashed line!.
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We estimate the total and partial coordination numb
from their corresponding pair-correlation function asCab

5*0
Rmin 4pr2gab(r)dr, whereRmin is the first minimum in the

total radial-distribution function. As a measure of the co
centration of stoichiometric defects in the system, we int
duce a composition disorder number~CDN!. It is defined as
a ratio of homogeneous and heterogeneous bonds, C
5(CZn-Zn1CTe-Te)/2CZn-Te. For zinc-blende structure CDN
is zero while for a perfectly disordered crystal CDN is on
Table II shows the partial coordination numbers and CDN
l-ZnTe. The average number of neighbors in the first she
4.6. This indicates thatl-ZnTe retains its open structure upo
melting, unlike group IV and III-V liquids that becom
closed packed. This is also in agreement with the assump
that the degree of dissociation of heterogeneous bond
l-ZnTe is smaller than III-V liquids. Table II also shows th
coordination numbers forl-CdTe ~Ref. 10! near its melting
temperature. The similarity between the two liquids is e
dent.

We also calculate the angular distribution function,
pair-correlation function of order higher than two. Figure
shows the total angular distribution functiong(u), which is
calculated as an average of angle defined between the r
ence atom, the nearest atom, and a vector drawn to all at
within a radiusRmin of the reference atom. The distribution
are normalized by sin~u! because a homogeneous distributi
of atoms would correspond to sin~u!. From Fig. 5, it is clear
that the predominant angles correspond to;60°,;100°, and
;150°. One may interpret the first two angles as correspo
ing to the closed-packed angle and tetrahedral angles.

TABLE II. Total and partial coordination numbers for ZnTe an
CdTe at their melting temperatures.

Ctot CaTe Caa CTe-Te CDN

a5Zn 4.6 3.4 2.0 0.6 0.4
a5Cd 4.4 3.3 1.5 0.9 0.4

FIG. 5. Total angular distribution~in arbitrary units! of bond
angles in the top panel. Angular distribution of bond angles in
and Zn clusters in the bottom panels. The distributions are norm
ized by sin~u!.
2-4
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FIRST-PRINCIPLES SIMULATIONS OF LIQUID ZnTe PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 035212
peak;150° comes from Te-Te-Te angle distribution~which
is also shown in Fig. 5!. This angle is reminiscent of helica
Te chains in elementall-Te ~Refs. 33,34!. Indeed, snapshot
of the l-ZnTe show such chains in which;40% of Te atoms
participate. This is very similar to the Te chains inl-CdTe
~Ref. 10!. Figure 6 shows the atomic configuration in a typ
cal snapshot ofl-ZnTe. Only the Te atoms are shown fo
clarity. Atoms are considered bonded if the distance betw
them is less thanRmin . The figure shows that Te atoms d
indeed form chains. This is in contrast with Zn-Zn-Zn bon
angle distribution shown in Fig. 5. The predominant angle
;60°, i.e., atoms of Zn form closed-packed clusters.

B. Electronic properties

The optical conductivity of a system can be calcula
from a knowledge of the electronic structure. According
the Kubo-Greenwood35 expression the real part of condu
tivity can be calculated as

s r~v!5
2pe2

3m2vV (
n,m

(
a5x,y,z

u^cmupaucn&u2

3d~En2Em2\v!, ~4!

whereEi andc i are eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, andV
is the volume of the supercell. Dipole transition eleme
were sampled at theG point in the Brillouin zone. The lowes
300 eigenstates were included in the summation. The
part of the optical conductivity is shown in Fig. 7. We in
cluded five configurations chosen at random from the la
ps of the simulation. This appears to be sufficient for a r
sonable convergence of the conductivity. The electron te
perature~in the Fermi-Dirac function! was taken to be zero
in all these calculations. From Fig. 7, it is clear thatl-ZnTe
has a semiconductor-type conductivity: real part of the c

FIG. 6. Structure of Te chains inl-ZnTe. The box corresponds t
23232 supercell geometry. Only atoms of Te and bonds betw
them are shown.
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ductivity does not have a metallic Drude-like dependen
@s(v);s0 /(11v2t2)# as liquid IV and III-V semiconduc-
tors have. The frequency-dependent conductivity peaks;4
eV and then asymptotically goes to zero as 1/v2. The dc
conductivity value (v50) is obtained by linearly extrapolat
ing from v→0. We obtain a value of;100 V21 cm21,
which is slightly larger than the experimental value16 of 40
V21 cm21. This overestimate of the conductivity is not su
prising given the uncertainties in the theoretical calculatio
and experimental measurements. For example, the ex
mental values for the conductivity of liquids often vary by
factor 2–3~Ref. 10!. Further, it is known that the conductiv
ity is a strong function of temperature.16 At ;60 K above the
melting temperature, the conductivity rises very rapidly.
discussed earlier, the temperature of our liquid is subjecte
some uncertainty and could result in the overestimate of c
ductivity. To investigate this issue further, we cooled the l
uid by another 300 K. There were no differences in the str
tural properties of the liquid. We chose several configuratio
from the final 1 ps of the cooled liquid and calculated t
conductivity. The conductivity did not change significant
However, we did find a strong variance with the pressure
the density of the liquid is increased by;10%, the conduc-
tivity increases by nearly an order of magnitude. Additio
ally, our use of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues in Eq.~4! is
suspect since the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues underestimat
band gap.36 As a consequence, we expect our calculations
yield an enhanced conductivity.

C. Dynamic properties

By following the atomic positions and velocities of th
atoms in the liquid state as a function of time, we can cal
late the vibrational density of states and diffusion consta
of Zn and Te inl-ZnTe. To obtain the true dynamics, we s
the viscosity parameter to zero and followed the trajectory
each atom in the liquid for 4 ps of the simulation~time
window!. The diffusion constant is given as

Di5 lim
t→`

^@Ri~ t !2Ri~0!#2&
6t

, ~5!

n

FIG. 7. Real part of optical conductivity.
2-5
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whereRi(t) is the position of thei th atom after timet. The
average is over all atoms of the same type in the unit c
Figure 8 shows the mean-square displacement as a fun
of time. The resulting diffusion coefficients areDZn51.0
31024 cm2/sec andDTe53.231025 cm2/sec.

We also calculate the velocity autocorrelation functi
Z(t) defined as

Z~ t !5
^v i~ t !v i~0!&

^v i~0!v i~0!&
, ~6!

wherev i(t) is the atomic velocity of thei th atom after time
t. The average is also over all atoms in the unit cell for
total velocity autocorrelation functionZ(t), and over all at-
oms of same type forZa(t) (a5Zn,Te). The diffusion con-
stants can be calculated as

Di5
kbT

mi
E

0

`

Zi~ t !dt, ~7!

wheremi is the mass of atom of typei, kb is the Boltzmann
constant, andT is the temperature. The diffusion constan
calculated this way match those calculated above to wi
10%.

The vibrational density of states that is proportional to
Fourier transform ofZ(t) is shown in Fig. 9. Before Fourie
transforming theZ(t) a Hamming window37 was applied to
it. We checked several different windowing functions th
they did not affect the overall shape and peak positions in
curve. As can be seen in the figure, there are several mod
zero frequency. Presence of these modes implies that
atoms move~i.e., the system is liquidlike and is not an amo
phous solid!. Despite this liquid behavior, there are seve

FIG. 8. Mean-square displacement as a function of time.
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peaks corresponding to crystalline acoustic~;1.5–5 THz!,
and optical~;5–6 THz! modes.25 This reflects the presenc
of local order within the melt.

IV. CONCLUSION

We performedab initio molecular-dynamic simulations o
l-ZnTe near its melting temperature. The calculated struc
factor agrees well with experiment.12 In agreement with ex-
periment, we find thatl-ZnTe retains its open structure in th
melt with a coordination number;4, as forl-CdTe~Ref. 10!.
This is very different from group IV and III-V liquids, which
have coordination number;6 upon melting.l-ZnTe also be-
haves likel-CdTe in terms of the degree of dissociation
the melt. Unlike group III-V liquids, significant number o
heterogeneous bonds are preserved. We also find that a
of Te form chains inl-ZnTe as inl-CdTe. We find thatl-ZnTe
also has a semiconductorlike conductivity.

In group IV and III-V semiconductors where the ionicit
is smaller, in the liquid state the entropy favors a disorde
and closed-packed structure. We believe inl-ZnTe ~as in
l-CdTe! homogeneous bonds are not preferred because
ionicity is higher. This limits the miscibility of different
types of atoms~compared to group IV and III-V liquids!.
Thus, the internal energy opposes the entropy and preve
closed packed, randomly mixed phase. The higher ioni
also prevents delocalization of electrons and leads to se
conductorlike properties as inl-CdTe ~Ref. 10!. This is in
agreement with Joffe-Regel’s empirical rule15 according to
which a liquid behaves like a semiconductor if the sho
range order of the crystalline phase is retained.
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FIG. 9. Vibrational density of states in the liquid.
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